
I n a recent study conducted by Honeywell Process 
Solutions (HPS) and URC Research Inc. , titled ‘Data’s 
Big Impact on Manufacturing: A Study of Executive 

Opinions’, 63% of the respondents said that they believe 
data can enable well-informed decisions in real time.1 
Moreover, one of the major threats seen by executives is 
unscheduled downtime. In today’s world, people expect 
to be able to access any data at any time on any device. 
There is less time for bureaucratic operating models 
and traditional set-ups, and workflows call for review in 
order to stay competitive.
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and opportunities for 
faster decision making 
and safeguarding. If a 
terminal automation 
solution is installed at 
multiple sites within 
an overall global set 
up, a scalable terminal 
automation system 
(TAS) solution adds 
even more value. 
Real-time information 
is collected for further 
analysis, which can 
be reviewed on 
demand, and for 
accurate, fact-based 
decision making in a 
single standardised 
format, regardless 
of time zone and 
local language. 
Since international 
safety standards 
are governed, the 
utilisation of external 
administration, as well 

as the transfer of the administration of drivers and trucks 
to trusted third parties, can be outsourced in order to save 
internal human resources. 

So, when discussing terminal automation and truck 
loading, there needs to be a shift in mindset from merely 
managing and monitoring loading and unloading, to the 
exploration and utilisation of data, generated around every 
single instance within the distribution process of LNG. It is 
crucial for data to review not only the supply chain, but 
also to drive engagement with clients and logistics 
partners within the ecosystem.

IWB’s web-based manufacturing execution system 
(MES), CRYO.TAS, was first installed in 2006 and is 
currently being deployed by global players, such as 
Air Liquide and the Messer Group. Originally designed to 
fulfill all requirements for the automated distribution of 
LOX, LIN, LAR, CO2, and H2, it suits the requirements for 
LNG and for all products forwarded in bulk. Through the 
implementation of ASP.NET technology and a customisable 
and comprehensive cockpit, this solution can be tailored to 
the overall requirements of demanding organisations, 
primarily in the oil and gas industry. The program’s open 
architecture facilitates the connection to various external 
systems, such as the integration in already existing 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems via 
standardised interfaces. The basic elements of the system 
include the following:

 z Access controls to regulate access to a plant.

 z An identification system for the automation of inspections.

 z A discharge control to monitor and regulate the loading 
process.

Global management consulting firm, McKinsey & Co. , 
emphasises the importance of both organisational 
agility and “instant access to information for frontline 
decision makers or via the real-time deployment of 
maintenance teams linked to predictive-maintenance 
algorithms.”2 

In addition to this, the current operating 
environment is undergoing significant change. An 
abundance of resources is leading to sustained lower oil 
prices and a focus on cost, efficiency, and speed.2 In a 
time when data generation is expanding exponentially, 
new opportunities for analytics and decision-making are 
arising. Not only will there be many changes in the way 
that talents are employed, but routine jobs will 
eventually be replaced by automation across industries. 
This is not only a tremendous incision in productivity, 
but also in regards to securing safety. 

In a global and multilayer marketplace, the ability to 
analyse data so as to position oneself and make 
fact-based decisions becomes a matter of survival for 
any business in order to keep up with this highly 
competitive industry.

Utilising automation
An important aspect within any supply chain is the 
distribution of goods to customers or forwarding 
partners. Transferring LNG is a complex process that 
requires extreme caution and the precise observance 
of safety procedures. Automation and monitoring 
contribute to the improvement of safety and 
productivity, and ultimately lead to cost reductions. Fully 
automated truck loadings offer a number of advantages 

Figure 1. System architecture.
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 z An analyser control for continuous quality control and 
evaluation.

 z The weighing of vehicles to prepare loading papers, 
balancing and quota administration.

 z A multi-factory module to integrate other production plants.

The overall system architecture
The system itself consists of three different communication 
layers for data exchange between the individual subsystems. 
Firstly, ethernet for web-based access to the TAS server, FTP 
and file streaming. Secondly, industrial ethernet for secure 
data exchange where communication from and to the SQL 
server takes place. Thirdly, a field bus system that monitors 
all processes near components around the tank and where 
all aspects of loading and analysis are controlled. All 
recordings and actions take place in real time.

While most companies have a common set of similar 
requirements with regards to safety and validation, the 
individual aspects can be easily modified. The entire system 
that bridges the gap between ERP and SCADA is 
modular-based to permit the simple integration of new 
components. All functions and communications in the SQL 
database are specified as follows: 

 z Parameters/messages: parameters define the function of 
an object (e.g. flushing times for an analysis device). The 
message configuration permits the output of instructions, as 
well as fault or event messages of an object. 

 z Data/alarms and events: this module is used to hand over 
all data of an object to the SQL server (e.g. analysis values, 
or other object events and alarms.

 z OPC: the data handover to the subsystems uses OPC servers 
and clients. 

 z Business logic: this interim layer contains all basic functions 
of objects (e.g. an analysis procedure, loading orders for 
filling points, inspection of products, etc.). For each object, a 
corresponding business logic must be present. 

All arising data from the loading and analysis PLC can be 
handed over to a present control system in nearly real time 
via standardised interfaces. The system can be integrated 
into a SCADA system for the visualisation of process data or 
to hand over external control commands to the system.

Data collection and predictive 
analytics
This TAS solution collects all data points starting from when 
the drivers enter the premises. Each time gas is picked up, 
this is identified through RFID or another exiting ID system.

The importance of accessing data points was referenced 
at the beginning of this article. If automated truck loading 
management is considered simply as a tool for advanced 
order processing, then a fundamental aspect of data 
collection would be overlooked that backs up a potential 
proof of obligation, or the performance tracking of 
customers and partners in the ecosystem. 

By numbers
To date, 357 364 orders have been executed with CRYO.TAS 
across Europe. 218 truck fleets with 5629 trucks and 4295 
drivers, including all authorisation processes, have been 
operated and monitored. This relates to 12 725 customer 
tanks, 67 storage depots, 70 filling places and 124 analysers 
with 180 test gases for calibration and 146 analysis points. 
At the end of September 2016, over 2 million analysis 
results of all measured components were available across 
the entire installed base, with 714 939 weighing receipts 
and certificates generated and distributed by email.

Conclusion
Many oil and gas companies have complex, legacy IT systems 
that have evolved over decades, and which now contain 
many different islands of disparate data sets.3 The challenge 
for many might be to extract more value out of precise data, 
collected in the process of distribution to tanker trucks, 
which can be best derived through standardised systems. 
CRYO.TAS has proven its benefits with a large installed 
base of LOX, LIN, LAR, CO2 and H2 distribution. A similar core 
system underlies the automatic distribution of LNG. While 
at a first glance one might think automation eliminates 
jobs, there is actually major potential in shifting priorities 
by creating new assignments for analytic talents that work 
hand-in-hand with operations and sales. Analysis of past 
incidents is relevant when exploring the root cause of 
failure. Accurate business forecasting is key to the success of 
a company. Any investment that supports safety and forecast 
accuracy, while reducing operational expenses, pays off 
automatically. 
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